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Contents Standard
Focus  
At the end of preschool, students are able to: 
1.  Listening and speaking skills  

Listen to and discriminate sounds. Listen to and understand meaning of simple 
words.  Acquire and use simple phrases and statements. Listen to and follow simple 
instructions. Listen to and enjoy nursery rhymes, action songs, poems and stories.   
Sing songs and recite rhymes and poems. Tell simple stories. Dramatize familiar 
situations and stories. Perform a variety of language forms and functions in a social 
context. Ask simple questions.   

2.  Pre reading Skills   
Understand that printed materials contain meaning.  Acquire knowledge of print and 
ethics in reading.    

3.  Reading Skills  
Identify letters of the alphabet. Read simple words with understanding. Read 
phrases with understanding. Read simple sentences with understanding. Develop 
interest in reading. 

4.  Writing skills   
Acquire pre-writing skills.  Acquire writing skills.  

TUNJANG KOMUNIKASI BAHASA INGGERIS 
(KSPK 2010) (90 minutes per week)
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How can school, teachers and parents help?

Use phonics & a wide array of multi-
sensorial teaching methods – visual, 
auditory, kinaesthetic, tactile (VAKT) 
to guide the children to learn to read

Before a pattern 
of failure is 
established in 
primary schools,        
we get it right in 
preschools and 
kindergartens

Ants on the apple /a/ /a/ /a/  (3x)
/a/ is the sound of ‘a’

Balls are bouncing /b/ /b/ /b/  (3x)
/b/ is the sound of ‘b’

Caterpillars coughing /c/ /c/ /c/ (3x)
/c/ is the sound of ‘c’

dancing seal Reading 
Proficiency

Phonics Vocabulary

Fluency Comprehen-
sion

Phonological 
Awareness

Building Blocks for Reading Proficiency 

Some relevant definitions 1
 Phoneme

The smallest units of sound that are used to form words. For 
example, peek has three phonemes: p, ē, and k.

 Phonemic awareness
Noticing and identifying individual sounds in spoken words. 
Children who are aware of the different phonemes in a word 
can start putting them together (“b-a-t” becomes bat). This is 
called phonemic blending. Children can also move in the 
opposite direction and break a word into different phonemes 
(pulling apart bat into “b-a-t”). This is called phonemic 
segmentation.
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 Phonics
The relationship between letters and the sounds they make. 
This knowledge is essential to a child’s ability to sound out, 
or decode, and to spell, or encode, words.

 Phonological awareness
Identifying the sounds of words and word parts. Children 
who have this awareness can find words that rhyme 
(mother and brother) and identify words that start with 
similar sounds (mother and money). 
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Some relevant definitions 2
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Phonological awareness
Students with strong phonological 
awareness are likely to become 
good readers, but students with 
weak phonological skills will likely 
become poor readers (Blachman, 
2000). 
More than 90 percent of students 
with significant reading problems 
have a core deficit in their ability 
to process phonological 
information (Blachman, 1995).
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Phonological awareness is 
an umbrella term that 
includes six developmental 
levels: 
word awareness, 
rhyme awareness, 
syllable awareness, 
rhyme production,
phoneme awareness, and 
phoneme manipulation.

Examples of word awareness activities

8

Word recognition Tap one time for every word you hear in the sentence.1. The bus is big.2. It is hot.3. How are you?Blending Put these two words together to make a bigger word.1. rain + bow2. cup + cake3. sun + lightSegmentation Clap the word parts in 1. rainbow         2.   peanut       3.   footballIsolation Tell me the first word you hear in1. rainbow (rain)2. shellfish3. grandmotherDeletion Say rainbow. Now say rainbow without the bow. (rain)2.     spaceship3.     sunflower

Examples of rhyme awareness activities

9

Rhyme
recognition

Do these two words rhyme?
1. hat        mat
2. jam        Sam
3. mug      big         

Discrimination Which two words rhyme?
1. cat    rat     bin
2. rang   song   long
3. hen    hut     pen

Examples of syllable awareness activities
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Blending Put these word parts together to make a whole word.
1. gar + den (garden)
2. mo + ther
3. a + ni + mal

Segmentation Clap the word parts in
1. garden
2. dinosaur
3. happy

Isolation Tell me the first word part you hear in
1. garden
2. helicopter
3. vegetable

Deletion Say garden without the den. (gar)
2.    father  ( - ther)
3.   table     ( - ta)

Examples of rhyme production activities
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Onset-Rime 
Generation

Add /f/ to at to make a new word. (fat)
2.     /s/    +  it
3.    /h/    +  ot

Rhyme 
Generation

Tell me a word that rhymes with
1. nut (hut)
2. ring
3. sad

Examples of phoneme awareness activities
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Discrimination Which word has the same first sound as car?         fan    cat    map2.  dog?                 rain     hen     duck3.  pen?                  cab     pot      sit
Blending What word am I saying?1. /b/      /ig/            (big)2. /s/   /a/       /t/      (sat)3. /f/   /o/       /x/      (fox)
Segmentation Say the first sound in /big/.   /b/Say the rest of the word.  /ig/Say the sounds in /big/  /b/  /i/  /g/2.   wag                      3.    bun
Isolation 1. (a) Tell me the first sound you hear in /dog/.   /d/(b) Tell me the middle sound you hear in /dog/.    /o/(c) Tell me the last sound you hear in /dog/.            /g/2.   /cut/                      3.  /song/
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Examples of phoneme manipulation activities
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Phoneme 
Generation

Add /t/ to the end of /si/ to make a new word.   (sit)
1. /n/   .... /he/             (hen)
2. /g/   …. /do/             (dog)

Phoneme 
Deletion
(Initial, Final)

1. Say mat without the /m/        (at)
2. Say pen without the /n/          (pe)
3. Say long without the /ng/       (lo)

Phoneme 
Substitution 
(Initial, 
Medial, 
Final)

1. Switch the /m/ in /mat/ to /b/ (bat)
2. Switch the /a/ in /mat/ to /o/ (bot)
3. Switch the /t/ in /mat/ to /n/        (man)
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a    e    i    o    u – vowels(vokal)
Other letters – consonants(konsonan)

a b    c    d
e f     g h     i j    
k     l     m n     o p 
q     r     s t u v 

w    x    y   z 
3/7/2016 16

Introduce short vowel sounds first

mb ca In English and BM, 
we read from left to right
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ma b c
Set 1 

ca
ba ma

Blending into CV syllables with pocket chart and bottle caps

Auditory processing activities with bottle caps
Spelling with tactile mat(segmenting)

ac
Blending into VC syllables with pocket chart and bottle caps

ab am

ca
bama mcb

Blending into CVC words with pocket chart and bottle caps

mac
cabbam
mabcam

bacmambabcac
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Auditory processing activities with bottle caps

Finger spelling with tactile mat(segmenting)
26

Set 1 – a b c m
1.  Auditory processing activities with bottle caps
2.  Finger spell on tactile mat
3. Trace/Write on white board/ exercise book/ paper4. Sky write/ Write on friend’s back or wrist5.  Make sentences – oral

27

ab c m

Set 2 

s r t fh
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Set 2 – CV and VC syllables 
1. Letter sounds learnt and mastered2. Blending into CV and VC syllables with pocket chart and bottle caps3.4.
5. 6.7.       

Group gamesAuditory processing activities with bottle capsFinger spelling on tactile matTracing/writingSky writing/writing on friend’s back or wrist
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After mastery of CV and VC syllables,  
Set 2

blending of CVC words
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Set 2 - CVC words
1.  Auditory processing activities with bottle caps
2. Finger spell on tactile mat
3. Write on white board/ exercise book/ paper4. Sky write/ Write on friend’s back or wrist5.  Make sentences – oral / written
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Sight words 
aoninandthe

Arm-tap
Show on flash cards

Book 1A Fat Cat
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Comprehension questions

Book 1 - A Fat Cat

39

ab c m
Set 3 

s r t fhi

40

Set 3 – CV and VC syllables 
1. Letter sounds learnt and mastered
2. Blending into CV and VC syllables with pocket chart and bottle caps
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Set 3 – CV and VC syllables 
1. Letter sounds learnt and mastered2. Blending into CV and VC syllables with pocket chart and bottle caps3.4.
5. 6.7.       

Group gamesAuditory processing activities with bottle capsFinger spelling on tactile matTracing/writingSky writing/writing on friend’s back or wrist
42

After mastery of CV and VC syllables,  
Set 3

blending of CVC words
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Set 3 - CVC words
1.  Auditory processing activities with bottle caps
2. Finger spell on tactile mat3. Write on white board/ exercise book/ paper4. Sky write/ Write on friend’s back or wrist5.  Make sentences – oral
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Set 4 

ab c ms r t fhip  w j g 
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Sight words 
aoninandthe

haddid Arm-tap
Show on flash cards

Book 2A Big Pig
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Comprehension questions

Book 2 - A Big Pig

3/7/2016 52

Set 1:   b  c  m  aSet 2:   s  h  r  t  f  b  c  t  aSet 3:  i s  h  r  t  f  b  c  m  aSet 4:  p  w  j   g   i  s  h  r  tf  b  c   m   aSet 5:  u p  w  j   g   i  s  h  rt  f  b  c   m   aSet 6:  o  l  d  n  p  w  j   g   i  s h  r t  f  b  c   m   aCVCC

3/7/2016 53

Set 7:  e v o d  n l u  p  w  j  gi  s  h  r  t  f  b  c   m   aCVCC
Set 8:  x e v n o d  l u  p  w  j  gi  s  h  r  t  f  b  c   m   aCVCC      

3/7/2016 54

Set 9:  y x e v o d  n  l u  p  w  jg  i  s  h  r  t  f  b  c  m  aCVCCyell   hill
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abc song using names of letters
letter sounds – Set 1CV, CVC - Set 1

CV, CVC – Set 2sight words
CV, CVC - Set 3
CV, CVC - Set 4

letter sounds – Set 5
letter sounds – Set 4
letter sounds – Set 3

letter sounds – Set 2

blends
...
...

digraphs
diphthongs

Phonological awareness activities

Each consonant has one sound,
but a vowel has two or more sounds
A vowel has a short and a long sound.* Its long sound is its name 
Examples of long vowel sounds: bicycle, music, relax, robot, moment, beyond, acorn, fatal, also, over, my (y acts as a vowel & has long i sound), by, fly, shy, try

57

Multisensory Structured 
Reading Program
- Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Tactile
- Sequential
- Explicit
- Cumulative
- Learn to mastery 

58

Five senses

59

Characteristics of an effective reading 
and writing program in Bahasa Melayu 
for children with reading difficulties and 
some of its teaching-learning activities

a b m t
Set 1
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61

Aktiviti asosiasi
Abu ada ayam

Mimi makan maggi m,m,m
Mimi makan maggi m,m,m
Mimi makan maggi m,m,m
m,m,m,m,m,m

Tuti tembak-tembak t,t,t
Tuti tembak-tembak t,t,t
Tuti tembak-tembak t,t,t
t,t,t,t,t,t

Muzik http://www.slideshare.net/yzy887/mala
y-phonic-songs-pictures

KV
VK
KVKV

ma
ba

ta
ta

 Menggunakan bunyi huruf        bunyi 
terkecil daripada bahasa pertuturan

 Melibatkan pergerakan otot besar untuk 
asosiasi atau perkaitan         kefahaman 
dan ingatan

 Menggabungkan dua atau lebih bunyi huruf
 Mengolah alat bantu fizikal untuk 

memahami prinsip foniks
64

Cara fitrah belajar untuk membaca      2

a  i   u   o  e   ĕ

65

31 fonim dalam BM 

b  c  d  f  g  h  j  k  l  m  n  p  q  r  s  
t  v  w  x  y  z
ng   ny    sy   kh   

In Words
By reasoning In images& pictures

Somatic sensationsInside  of themselves

Bouncing ideas off other people
Rhythms & melodies

78

Balance bet man and nature

Multiple Intelligences

66
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What school & teachers can do ….. 1
 school-wide effort
 teach first - VAKT, exhaust all teaching strategies, then 

test
 early identification
 early support for strugglers – separate, small classes of 

back-to-basics of intensive sessions. Suggestion: have 
reading interventionist(s) or remedial teachers in the 
school

 provide relevant books in the library? Talking books? 
Computers? ipads?

 reading, etc. competitions for poor achievers

67 68

• alternative assessment activities – practicals, oral-
based, etc.

• provide readers in class/exams & other concessions
- extra time (15 mins for every one hour of exam)
- coloured papers for exam papers

• understanding
• encouragement and motivation (verbal & non-verbal)
• recognise their talents or potential (arts, music, dance, 

football, skateboarding, woodwork,?)

What schools & teachers can do ….. 2

69

• concerted efforts to involve them in sports and  
competitions

• leadership roles
• special clubs/ societies?
• peer support groups/buddy readers, adik angkat
• literate-rich environment – job jar, reward jar, ……..
• create parental awareness 

Above all, boost their feelings of self-esteem 
and confidence, and
provide opportunities for them to taste success

What schools & teachers can do ….. 3

70

In short, the various ways to help a student with 
dyslexia achieve success....... 

Remediation: providing instructions for phonological 
processing and improving learning skills
Accommodations: providing access arrangements
Modifications: changing expectations or tasks to minimize 
or avoid the area(s) of weakness (eg. reduce weightage 
/ignore spelling errors, alternative assessments, .....)
Motivation: verbal/non-verbal, encourage areas of 
strengths, expectations, ……
Physical activity: achieve success in games, sports, track 
events, ……. Avoid too much TV and games in computer, 
iPad, …..

Robert Melillo

71 72

"A teacher affects eternity; 
you can never tell where your influence stops.“

Henry Brooks Adams

H. Chasty
“If he is not learning the way you teach him,
can you not teach him the way he learns?”
“Teacher,
the geranium by the window just died and 
you went right on talking …..“

Anonymous
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Which is better?

SITUATION 1

Achievement

Full
Syllabus

SITUATION 2

Achievement

Differen-
tiated

Syllabus

Extra time of up to 25% Supervised rest breaks Readers/Computer readers Scribes/Voice input systems Word processors Coloured OverlaysColoured/Enlarged PaperEarly opening of papersSeparate invigilation within the centre
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Access Arrangements……

Provision in school-
based exams!!

If you suspect your child or student has a 
learning difficulty,

 school makes a report on learning 
achievements and behaviour

 attached photocopies of school report cards
 include sample exercise books – MT, English 

and BM
 refer to polyclinics or paediatricians
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Discussion
 Dyslexia – hidden and silent
 People with dyslexia have a learning difference –

process information differently
 In our society, 3R’s very important
 Poor reading or writing - sadly associated with stupidity
 People with poor literacy skills – lack of academic 

success – widespread feelings of intellectual and social 
limitation 

 Roles of teachers and parents - paramount
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 Protem Committee – 2005
 Registration No: 0645-07-SWK on 10 April 2007
 Founding Patron – Almarhumah Datuk Patinggi Hajjah Laila Taib
 Current Patron – YBhg Datin Hjh Azerina Mohd Arip
 Advisor - YB Datuk Hajah Fatimah Abdullah, Minister of Welfare, Women and Family Development
 40 members
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Our Core Activities
 3-month dyslexia intervention programme –

collaboration of State Education Department
 Short-term tuition programmes in English, 

BM and Mathematics
 Holiday literacy camps
 Education talks in schools and universities
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Collective 
responsibility

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Social 
Development & 

Urbanisation

Ministry of Women, Family 
& Community Development

Social Welfare 
Department NGOs

Parents & 
teachers

Where we are …..
Dyslexia Association of Sarawak
Banglo Kalaka (Sri Meluan)
Lorong Maxwell 2, Jalan Maxwell  
Off Jalan Tun Abang Haji Openg 
93000 Kuching, Sarawak
Tel: 082-242900
Fax: 082-413995
Email: dyslexiaswk@gmail.com
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WISMA 
SABERKAS PERODUA

EX-INDONESIA 
CONSULATE

JALAN TUN ABANG HAJI OPENG

CHILDREN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY

J
A
L
A
N
M
A
X
W
E
L
L

BREAST 
CANCER 
SOCIETY

DYSLEXIA 
ASSOCIATION 
OF SARAWAK

LORONG MAXWELL 2

LORENZO

DASwk’s website (under construction)
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www.dyslexia-swk.com

Like us in Facebook: 
Dyslexia Association of Sarawak

** 10-week Online Education 
Course on Dyslexia
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